19" SQUARE* EXTRUDED ALUMINUM LED LUMINAIRE WITH TYPE III ROTATABLE OPTICS. 110 WATT, 3000K WARM WHITE LED, CONSTANT WATTAGE SYSTEM, BLACK ANODIZED FINISH. CATALOG# EH19L-1-3-110LA-WW-VOLTAGE-BLA. MANUFACTURER: GARDCO VERIFY VOLTAGE.

*AT PARKING LOTS USE 14" SQUARE AND 85 WATT CATALOG# EH14L-1-3-85LA-WW-VOLTAGE-BLA

19" SQUARE* EXTRUDED ALUMINUM LED LUMINAIRE WITH TYPE III ROTATABLE OPTICS. 110 WATT, 3000K WARM WHITE LED, CONSTANT WATTAGE SYSTEM, BLACK ANODIZED FINISH. CATALOG# EH19L-1-3-110LA-WW-VOLTAGE-BLA. MANUFACTURER: GARDCO VERIFY VOLTAGE.
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5" CRUCIFORM ALUMINUM POLE WITH HEAVY STEEL TENON BASE, 25' TALL BLACK ANODIZED ALUMINUM FINISH. CATALOG# CA5-STB-25H-DI-BLA MANUFACTURER: GARDCO

PHOTOCELL IF REQUIRED

AS REQUIRED

GALVANIZED HEX NUTS AND WASHERS

FINISH GROUT SHALL MATCH COLOR OF POLE BASE

CONCRETE FOUNDATION SURFACE TO BE SMOOTH WITH NO PITS OR ROUGH EDGES ABOVE GRADE

PITS OR ROUGH EDGES ABOVE GRADE TO BE SMOOTH WITH NO PITS OR ROUGH EDGES ABOVE GRADE

END BELLS

#12 COPPER WIRE TYPE THIN IN 1" PVC

MAIN CONDUIT FEEDER (PVC) 1-1/4" MINIMUM

#3 REBAR, CIRCULAR LOOPS AT 12" O.C.

6-#4 BARS, VERTICAL, SPACED EVENLY ABOUT THE CYLINDRICAL FOOTING

24" IN PARKING LOTS (ONLY) WHERE SUBJECT TO VEHICULAR DAMAGE 2" MAX. ABOVE GRADE IN ALL OTHER AREAS.

6-#4 BARS, VERTICAL, SPACED EVENLY ABOUT THE CYLINDRICAL FOOTING

24" IN PARKING LOTS (ONLY) WHERE SUBJECT TO VEHICULAR DAMAGE 2" MAX. ABOVE GRADE IN ALL OTHER AREAS.

REFER TO COUNTY OF SANTA CLARA PLAN CHECK # 40922-1

FINISH GROUT

BASE COVER

1-1/2" MAX

12" MIN

#3 REBAR, CIRCULAR LOOPS AT 12" O.C.

END BELLS

PVC 45° ELL

VIEW A-A

VIEW A-A

#3 REBAR, CIRCULAR LOOPS AT 12" O.C.

END BELLS

PVC 45° ELL

VIEW A-A

#3 REBAR, CIRCULAR LOOPS AT 12" O.C.